2020

Venue Map

Room 1 holds the Carolina Manga Library this year
Room 2 holds Artemis / LTE Bridge.
Room 3 is the video game room, Smash Tournament and DBZ Tournament
Room 4 is the AMV room
Room 5 is Cosplay Judging
Room 6 is panels
Room 7 is more panels Saturday, maid café Sunday
Main Events is the left half of the left gym, featuring various acts and panels
Room 8 is the right half of the left gym, featuring card games / tournaments, VR, D&D and board games
Dealer room Saturday 11AM-6PM, Sunday 10:30AM-4PM
Horizontally lined areas are restrooms.
Dotted areas are not part of the convention.
LARPing and inflatables are found outside the building, to the left per the above map.
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Main Events

Panel Room 6

Panel Room 7

Opening
Ceremonies

So you want to
do Cosplay
Charity Work –
Rick Stafford

Writing and
Publishing a
Novel - Ryan
Cruce

Google Trends:
Otaku Edition Andrew Tran

Aiken Saber
Academy
Lightsaber
Demonstration
Possible spillover

Stoker on Stoker- So you want to
Dacre Stoker
be an
influencer? AnimeEyedGirl
Voice Acting 101
- Kevin Connolly

Who Said It?
ATLA - Angela
Wilkerson

Raise Your
Power Level! –
Owen Johnston

RPG DMing on
the fly - paNik
productions

Best of Video
Game Music Micah Ingram

(until done)

Geek Bellydance
Show –
Geektastic
Bellydance
League
Karaoke –
ZaynaKitty and
ReinHell

Post Punk
Mutants 18+ Post Punk
Mutants

Closing

Smash
Ultimate
Singles
Tournament

KeyForge Casual
Tournament
($10 entry fee –
covers fee for a
KeyForge deck)
(continues to
6PM)

(until done)

D&D
Beginner
friendly
D&D with
Brice Ward
Beginner
friendly
D&D with
Brice Ward
Beginner
friendly
D&D with
Brice Ward
Beginner
friendly
D&D with
Brice Ward
Rick and
Morty v.s.
Dungeons
& Dragons
with Brice
Ward

Ghoullotine
Card Game

Anime at War Dustin Kopplin

Digital Creation:
with 1d4Rounds
Comics – Deece
Cassius

Card/Board
Games
Spellslingers
Card Game
Entry
Tournament

Spellslingers
Card Game
Entry
Tournament

LARPs writing
and running paNik
productions

Cosplay Contest

Shake Ups
Concert

VG
Tournament

KeyForge
continues

Batman
documentary
with Q&A –
Athena Finger

Spellslingers
Card Game
Entry
Tournament

Ultimate
Werewolf –
AnimeEyedGirl

Eberron:
Rising From
The Last
War with
Brice Ward

Schedule for Sunday
11:00AM
11:15AM
11:30AM
11:45AM
12:00PM
12:15PM
12:30PM
12:45PM
1:00PM
1:15PM
1:30PM
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2:15PM
2:30PM
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3:00PM
3:15PM
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4:00PM
4:15PM
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Main Events

Panel Room 6

History of Batman
– Athena Finger

Dumb Dubs AnimeEyedGirl

Q&A with Kevin
Connolly

Dracula, 123
years from
Novel to Stage
to Screen –
Dacre Stoker

Panel
Room 7

Card/Board
Games
Heads or Tails:
Monster Dating
Card Game

MAID
CAFÉ!!!

Dragon Ball
Fighter Z
Tournament

Improv 101 Kevin Connolly
Aiken Saber
Academy
Lightsaber
Demonstration

VG
Tournament

Spellslingers
Finals

D&D
Beginner
friendly D&D
with Brice
Ward
Beginner
friendly D&D
with Brice
Ward
Beginner
friendly D&D
with Brice
Ward

(until done)

Improvised
Dragons with
Brice Ward
Reality Becomes
Fiction - Micah
Ingram

10,000 Ways To
Kill Card Game

Closing
Ceremonies
Fitness Geekery
– Rick Stafford

Closing

Policies
AgamaCon’s full list of policies dress code and rules are available online at www.agamacon.com/policies and will be posted at select
locations on the walls during the event. Failure to abide by convention and venue rules could result in badge confiscation. If you
have any questions or concerns please see any staff member so that they may be addressed.
AgamaCon strives to create a safe, inclusive environment for all ages and all walks of life. If you or someone you know is in need of
any kind of assistance or intervention the AgamaCon safety team is here for you. The safety team will be roaming the convention
floor in green vests. If you do not see a member of the safety team, you may ask any staff member to find one for you.

Have an issue?
Security type issue? (harassment, theft, lost child)
Security will be walking around, feel free to wave them down. Look for the AgamaCon shirts with Mera, our mascot.

Any issue
See the front desk, the appropriate person will be found.
Message us on FaceBook, someone will be watching during the convention.

Panel Descriptions
Aiken Saber Academy Lightsaber Demonstration
Aiken Saber Academy will perform a Lightsaber exhibition to include showing different types of lightsaber and a Jedi vs Sith duel .

Anime at War – Dustin Kopplin
Anime at War! From the Battlefield to Animation! Come see how anime depicts war in animation in historic settings and science
fiction.

Batman documentary with Q&A – Athena Finger
Batman and Bill - the story of Bill and the researcher who helped bring the true history to light.

Best of Video Game Music – Micah Ingram
The Carolina Retro Gamers are showcasing their favorite video game soundtracks. Popular classics and hidden gems from the retro
era!

Cosplay Contest
Join us for our 5th annual cosplay contest!
Featuring guest judges Rick Stafford, Ai Yuki and Tohma. Hosted by Cosplay Head Ashley Barker aka Kawaii Trash.
Enter to test your craftsmanship skills against your fellow attendees for a chance to win a pass to next year's convention and a free
green screen photo from Fox SiLong Studio! Or strut your stuff across the stage in exhibition for all to see.
Cosplay Contest Judging and Exhibition sign-ups will be Saturday 11AM-2:30PM in the Racquetball court. First come, first serve. You
must be seen by our judges or sign up and receive a number to walk the stage. Participants must report to main events no later than
3:00PM for line up and rehearsal.
Contest results and Exhibition will be at 3:30PM in main events.

Digital Creation: with 1d4Rounds Comics – Deece Cassius
Deece of 1d4Rounds Comics and his guest John Gibbs of Rhetorical Press, will be going through the step-by-step process for creating
a comicstrip or comicbook.
They will discuss tips and tricks for common issues, from panel layout, to layer mechanics.
Then they will open the floor for Q&A from the audience, to answer questions you might have when working in a digital or semidigital format.

Dracula, 123 years from Novel to Stage to Screen – Dacre Stoker
An audio visual journey of how the influential novel Dracula was adapted to stage into movies and television and most recently onto
streaming devices.

Dumb Dubs – AnimeEyedGirl
Think you've got what it takes to be an anime voice actor? Well, we're not qualified to judge that! But, we can certainly help you
practice with our Dumb Dubs!
Volunteers will get the chance to read along with scenes from their favorite anime, but each reading comes with its own twist!
Maybe the script has been modified to make the scene a little more awkward? Maybe you'll have to read that scene with a British
accent?
Don't want to read? Join us anyway! There are no limits to the possibilities and no limits to the laughs you will have!

Fitness Geekery – Rick Stafford
How to prepare for, Endure and Recover from Comic Book Conventions.

Geek Bellydance Show – Geektastic Bellydance League
The Geektastic Bellydance League is a group of diverse dancers from Georgia and South Carolina who perform cosplay theatrical
dance. They perform around the CSRA, including the Augusta Toy & Comic Show and Arts in the Heart of Augusta, and have
performed every year at AgamaCon.

Google Trends: Otaku Edition – Andrew Tran
Do you think your favorite thing in the Otaku world is really your favorite? Let’s have Google determine that!
Based on the Funhaus Game Show.

History of Batman – Athena Finger
A discussion of the history of Batman through the years.

Improv 101 – Kevin Connolly
Join Kevin to be introduced to various improv games and exercises and learning why improv is a necessary skill to experience in
acting and in life!

Karaoke – ZaynaKitty and ReinHell
What could be better than a bunch of weebs singing their hearts out to their favorite songs?! Do you have what it takes to belt out
in front of dozens of strangers? Do you wanna watch your fellow nerds attempt singing anime tracks? Come join ZaynaKitty and
ReinHell as they host our Saturday Night Karaoke Party!

LARPs writing and running – paNik productions
Live Action Role Playing events come in lots of shapes and sizes from Vampire Campaigns to fan fiction one shot events. Are you
looking to start up a Live Action boffer adventure or run an interactive fiction event with intrigue and spangled costumes? Need tips
on your ongoing LARP? Want to workshop your ideas? Let’s talk LARPs, writing and running. Facilitated by Doctor Nik, founder of
the original Shade’s Monthly LARP list.

MAID CAFÉ!!!
Charity cafe

Post Punk Mutants 18+ – Post Punk Mutants
A demonstration of our animated series Post-Punk Mutant Musicians, a YouTube cartoon that's a cross between Please Kill Me,
South Park, and X-Men the animated series. Also features musical talent from the CSRA in the animation, and will include a Q&A
after the presentation.

Q&A with Kevin Connolly
Kevin Connolly answers your questions!

Raise Your Power Level! – Owen Johnston
A fitness panel for those of us who attend cons and don't always have a lot of time to work out. We describe basic bodyweight
exercises and how to get started, even on a low budget or training at home.

Reality Becomes Fiction – Micah Ingram
Have you ever seen an anime, manga, or video game character and realized they were similar to a real person? In this panel we'll be
covering many characters who are based on real people, causing reality to become fiction!

RPG DMing on the fly – paNik productions
Players rarely stick to the plan. It takes different set of game mastery skills to manage off the cuff role playing. This panel will discuss
ad lib game mastery skills, tools, and techniques. Doctor Nik has won the regional Iron GM contender competition and competed at
the National Iron GM championships.

Shake Ups Concert
Come see the Shake Ups work their magic on stage!

So you want to be an influencer? – AnimeEyedGirl
We discuss the complexities of social media, live streaming, affiliate marketing, partnerships, and public relations.

So you want to do Cosplay Charity Work – Rick Stafford
The Do’s & Dont’s of wearing your costumes for positive purposes.

Stoker on Stoker – Dacre Stoker
The mysteries behind the research and writing of Bram Stoker’s novel Dracula and the research and writing of Dracul with JD Barker.

The Spread (2 sections up)
Voice Acting 101 – Kevin Connolly
Kevin talks about what it's like to be in the voice acting world, stories of his experiences, what the voiceover world is like, and how to
get started to reach your voiceover goals!

Who Said It? ATLA – Angela Wilkerson
Avatar: The Last Airbender has tons of iconic lines, but can you remember who said what? Please come early for signup, players to
be divided as needed into 6 teams.

Writing and Publishing a Novel
Augusta author Ryan Cruce discusses his writing process and how he self-published, as well as other methods of publishing and selfpublishing.

Vindicated Games
Spellslingers Card Game Entry Tournament
Perfect for first time and experienced Spellslingers. To summarize, it's a free for all. The top 2 winners from each entry tournament
will earn their spot in the finals (on Sunday). Those that participate will receive a special promo Spellslingers card! Winners will
receive more prizes, such as additional promo cards and art prints!

KeyForge Casual Tournament
Perfect for those intrigued by KeyForge, an exciting new card game, where every deck is unique! Entry is $10, which buys you a deck
that you'll not only get to use, but also keep once it's all over!

Ghoullotine Card Game
A fast and ghoulish new card game from Vindicated Entertainment. Take turns playing monsters, but beware! If the total becomes
more than 13, you'll be eliminated!

Heads or Tails: Monster Dating Card Game
Well hello there bachelor! Are you ready to find your next hot date? The only thing, is that all of the contestants are monsters! In
this fun and easy, party style game, players assume the role of monsters that only they know the identity of, alongside a personality,
such as “loves to impersonate Elvis,” This leads to wacky fun and improv comedy. No materials needed to play, just bring a good
sense of humor!

10,000 Ways To Kill Card Game
Take turns combining cards from your hand to make the coolest and craziest killing combinations. This is a brand new card game
from Vindicated Entertainment! This card game is still not yet released, and we'd love to see what you think of it!

Werewolf
Ultimate Werewolf – AnimeEyedGirl
You may have played Ultimate Werewolf before, but you’ve never played it like this! Join AnimeEyedGirl for a Death Note-themed
version of Ultimate Werewolf with custom cards and a masterfully produced audio show to accompany the game!

Magic the Gathering
See Cardboard Castle in the vendor room, games will be played throughout the weekend!

D&D games
Beginner friendly D&D with Brice Ward
Each game is show up and play, with pre-rolled level 1 characters. Each game lasts about an hour. Come with friends, or just show
up and sign up for a time slot! A Traditional fantasy setting. 6 players max.

Eberron: Rising From The Last War with Brice Ward
You are part of a thieving group called Tantalus, and you have been set into the neighboring country of Leno. Your secret mission is
to kidnap the princess and bring her back safely to your homeland, the land of Letterman. Disguising yourselves as a theater troupe
and flying in on your Airship to perform the play, "I want to be your Canary". A homebrew adventure by Brice Ward. Level 3 prerolled characters are provided, or bring your own!

Improvised Dragons with Brice Ward
A much more heavily improvised version of D&D, with a focus on Role-play and fun, beginner friendly for newbies to D&D, and for
people new to improv. come learn the basics of comedy improvisation, through the adventuring world of Dungeons & Dragons!

Rick and Morty v.s. Dungeons & Dragons with Brice Ward
Come play through the dungeon of Rickedness, a dungeon created by Rick Sanchez, and play as one of the Smith family's characters!
Fun for experienced players and newcomers to D&D, who are fans of Rick and Morty.

Ongoing
AMV Room – Will Whaley
AMV Editing 101: Saturday 4PM-5PM
AMV Contest: Saturday 6PM-8PM
Anime Corner in the card/board game room (Thanks to Sentai Filmworks!)
Carolina Manga Library (Saturday 12PM-10PM, Sunday 10AM-3PM)
Dakota & Friends (Dinosaurs! Check them out in the dealer room.)
Dealer Room (Saturday 11PM-6PM, Sunday 10:30AM-4PM)
LTE Bridge Bridge Simulator (Saturday 11AM-9PM, Sunday 11AM-4PM)
Virtual Reality in the Card/Board game room (Thanks to VizionVR!)

When weather allows
Artsy Rew Live Artist
Bounce Bounce Baby Inflatables
Convention Foam Fighting LARPing

Guests
Aiken Lightsaber Academy
The Aiken Saber Academy was formed in 2018 to promote the sport of lightsaber fencing. It does this by providing a low-cost fencing
class and comprehensive martial art training system to its members. Additionally, the members are taught a Code of Conduct that
serves as a basis of good sportsmanship, increased self-confidence and self-discipline. The Aiken Saber Academy provides a fun and
competitive environment to anyone above the age of fourteen regardless of athletic ability or fencing experience.

Anime Eyed Girl
Anime Eyed Girl is one of the fastest growing anime influencers and online personalities today. Anime Eyed Girl and her team of
graphic designers and sound engineers also have a wealth of experience hosting panels, ranging from martial arts demonstrations to
interactive, anime-themed competitions. In addition to social media and convention appearances, Anime Eyed Girl is noted for
several YouTube abridged series, Dr. Stone Abridged and Avatar: The Last Abridged Bender.

Artsy Rew
Railey, Artsy Rew, is an artist living in a world of her own making. She spends her days forging her favorite animals together in the
fire of her imagination. She can’t wait to paint a special creature during AgamaCon. @artsyrew

Athena Finger
Heiress to the Dark Knight, Athena Finger fought for her grandfather, Bill Finger, to receive Co-credit recognition and won in 2015.
She has been actively attending conventions as the historian of the creation of Batman, artist and upcoming author. She was also
featured in the Hulu documentary Batman and Bill sharing her family story how this injustice followed four generations and was
finally resolved with his name being attached to the Batman name. She is a supporter of local art and the arts in schools. She also is a
co-presenter of the Bill Finger Award at the Will Eisner Award Ceremony at San Diego Comic Con.

Bounce Bounce Baby
Something extra for the younger crowd... and the older! There will be two inflatables, one kid-sized and one adult-sized. Non
abrasive cosplay welcome! (Because honestly, who wouldn't want to see Ainz Ooal Gown take a turn?)

Carolina Manga Library
The Carolina Manga Library is a traveling library that sets up in public locations and provides free access to graphic novels. They also
strive to educate the public on the many uses and benefits of graphic novels as a literacy tool.

Convention Foam Fighting
A professional LARPing group, Convention Foam Fighting will be coming to AgamaCon this year!

Dacre Stoker
Dacre Stoker is the great grand-nephew of Bram Stoker and the international best-selling co-author of Dracula the Un-Dead (Dutton,
2009), the official Stoker family endorsed sequel to Dracula. Dacre is also the co-editor (with Elizabeth Miller) of The Lost Journal of
Bram Stoker: The Dublin Years (Robson Press, 2012). His latest novel, Dracul, a prequel to Dracula, released in October 2018 coauthored with JD Barker, has been sold to Putnam in North America, Penguin Random House in the UK, and additional publishers in
France, Spain, Italy, Hungary, Brazil, Serbia, Taiwan, Turkey, Vietnam, Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Portugal, and Poland with film rights
purchased by Paramount Studios.

Dakota and Friends
Dakota and Friends' mission is to bring the dinosaurs that they love so much to all the kids who want to see them! Mr. Ed and his
“rescued” dinosaurs perform all over the Carolinas at parties, fundraisers, sports events and museums.

Deece Cassius
Deece Cassius is the writer and artist of the long running 1d4Rounds webcomic as well as original cast member of the popular
Freelance Heroism podcast, where he plays Master Kaeviir, The Professional.
Deece works as a freelance illustrator and designer and has provided artwork for tabletop gaming systems, cardgames, hiphop
albums, company logos, and much more.
He is also an ambassador for nerd culture in all its forms, helping to advance nerdism into pop culture.

This will mark his fifth year attending AgamaCon.

Geektastic Bellydance League
The Geektastic Bellydance League is a group of diverse dancers from Georgia and South Carolina who perform cosplay theatrical
dance. Many of our members are in more traditional dance troupes including Saidi Friends and Zazzua, but enjoy the creativity of
dancing as characters from film, comics, horror and other genres. We have performed at Agamacon since its inception, and have
also performed at Arts in the Heart of Augusta, the Augusta Toy & Comic Show, and Atomacon in Charleston.

Kevin M. Connolly
Kevin M. Connolly has been working as an actor/director/writer in theater, film and VO for over twenty-five years. He is most wellknown for voicing Kain Fuery in Fullmetal Alchemist, Heathcliff in Sword Art-Online, and the original Vladimir in League of Legends.
In 2019 he was chosen as the voice of Lego's “Rebuild Your World” US commercial campaign, as well as playing Steve Newman for
two seasons in Lego Friends: Girls on a Mission. More recently he can be heard in various live action English dubs on Netflix,
including 1983 and Elite. He also is a prolific audio book producer, having narrated over 450 educational titles for schools across the
country. And he's a big old geek! You can follow him on various social media sites at @KevinMConnolly.

LTE Bridge (Artemis)
Artemis LTE Bridge will be back in 2020! This year both days!
What is Artemis? Ever wanted to be on the bridge of a Starship? There's a captain, a communications officer, a science officer, helm,
weapons, engineering and possibly two shuttlecraft. Can you save space stations from encroaching enemy fleets? From various
types of space-faring monsters?
True to form, you'll have to work together to survive enemy fleets, and hundreds of years in the future, we still don't have seat belts.

Rick Stafford
The True Aquaman aka Rick Stafford is a veteran international cosplayer with over 15 years of experiences and more than 40
Cosplays in his arsenal. Best known as Aquaman, he showcases almost a dozen different variations at conventions around the world.
He started as a cosplayer after the tragic death of his 8 year old son, and now through cosplay tries to bring happiness to children
and kids at heart everywhere he goes. Rick is a strong proponent against cosplay bullying and speaks out about its damaging effects
in the cosplay community in panels. Rick has also been a cosplay contest judge at dozens of events. Charity cosplay appearances are
one of the main staples of Rick’s cosplay efforts. Rick has always been a source of help and inspiration to his fellow cosplay
community and intends to continue being a positive force for many years to come.

SC Ghostbusters
The South Carolina Ghostbusters is a cosplay group that supports charities, delights fans and has so far kept our convention free of
anomalous spiritual activity!

Shake Ups, The
Meet The Shake Ups - an award-winning, Indianapolis-based rock band that writes and performs songs about cartoons and pop
culture! For more than a decade, The Shake Ups have been wowing audiences of all ages with a unique blend of co-ed vocals,
character cosplay, multimedia presentation and infectious energy. The band has released full-length power-pop tributes to animated
series including Voltron, Steven Universe, and Scooby Doo, among others. Their live repertoire includes supercharged renditions of
classic animated series themes such as Teen Titans, Powerpuff Girls, ThunderCats, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and more. The
Shake Ups have appeared at pop culture conventions such as Comic Con, Wizard World, and Gen Con, and most recently headlined
the first-ever Voltron-themed convention, VoltCon! 2019, for the franchise's 35th anniversary. They have performed across the U.S.
at such events as the International Pop Overthrow Festival and Blitzkrieg Bash, as well as at San Diego's legendary House of Blues.
The Shake Ups were awarded the title of 'Best Local Pop' in Nuvo Newsweekly annual reader's poll for three consecutive years
(2016-2018), and their 2019 release, 'Meddling Kids,' appeared in Hop On Power Pop's Top 10 albums of the year. The Shake Ups are
professional crowd pleasers...and the galaxy's most animated band!

Star League
The U.S.S. Star League is the Aiken / Augusta chapter of STARFLEET The International Star Trek Fan Organization. We are a fun-loving
group of friends brought together by a love of science fiction and a dedication to the Motto “Let Me Help”.

The Shake Ups
(see two items up)

Vindicated Entertainment
Vindicated Entertainment will be returning to AgamaCon for 2020. This group of tabletop gamers will be hosting free Spellslingers
events, with prizes, as well as KeyForge, Heads or Tails: Monster Dating and 10,000 ways to kill.
All participants will receive a promo card and will have the chance to win additional prizes. Those that are interested in learning
more about Vindicated Entertainment can do so at their website here. http://www.vindicatedentertainment.com/
We love making new friends, so stop by, say hey, and try out some new games!

VizionVR
VizionVR has brought Virtual Reality to Aiken!
Tucked away on Dougherty road, you can hop off skyscrapers, ride impossible roller coasters and experience more actual action in
your action games than you ever have before!

Special Thanks
All Star Tents & Events
Brice Ward
Cardboard Castle Games
Dakota & Friends
Deece Cassius
Foxsilong Studio
Gamers4Gamers
LTE Bridge
Odell Weeks Activity Center
Sentai Filmworks
Vindicated Entertainment
VizionVR

Disclaimer
AgamaCon is held at a government-owned building in Aiken SC, all rules and policies are made to cater to this and to the safety of
AgamaCon attendees and staff. All rules and policies are subject to change at any time before or during the event. AgamaCon
reserves the right to refuse or revoke admittance based upon these rules.
Please see each individual policy for General Rules, Dress code, Props and Photography. The wearing of an AgamaCon badge during
AgamaCon’s operating hours is considered an agreement to abide by all AgamaCon policies.
Neither AgamaCon, LLC nor staff thereof may be held liable for failure to perform obligations due to acts of God (flood, earthquake,
fire, severe rain, snow, ice, loss of power or water, etc.), acts of war or terrorism, localized disaster, or any calamity or cause that
disrupts the convention. No money will be refunded if such an event occurs. There is no other agreement of warranty between
AgamaCon, LLC and attendees or vendors of AgamaCon functions. If such an event does occur, AgamaCon, LLC will do what is
possible to continue the function or reschedule, but does not lawfully guarantee such a continuance.

